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Early Detection European green 

crab (EGC) monitoring in Kachemak Bay has 

been underway for 9 years to detect invasive 

EGC, should they arrive.  

This year we had 11 volunteers/groups 

who conducted a total of 20 trapping 

events. Thank you so much for your ef-

fort and dedication to this project!  

No EGC have been found in Alaska to date.  

We see many Asterias amurensis sea stars on Pier One Beach while trap-

ping for European Green Crab. 

European Green Crab 

 

 

3-5 inches across 

5 points on each side 

     of shell          

On the Atlantic coast European Green Crab 

are eating into soft-shell clam seafood in-

dustries! The state of Maine has declared 

open season on the invaders offering 40 

cents/pound. This was not enough to attract 

many fishermen to trap them. Bait and pet 

food are experimental products, but if meat 

could be separated from the shells, a higher 

quality product could be lucrative.   
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Are we catching as many native crab in 

our traps as we have in the past? 

The West Homer Elementary 4th grade moni-

tors created this graph of bycatch crab caught 

throughout the history of our program. They 

also graphed all fish we have caught. As you 

can see there has been a dramatic decline in 

the native crab catch and an increase in the 

fish. We don't know why this is. 

While we run this detection program for inva-

sive species we are learning important things 

about our shoreline along the way. 

Does the low tide level affect sea stars? 

EGC detection trapping events are all held at 

minus tides. Asterias amurensis sea stars 

are counted in a 10 meter circle around each 

trap. The students noticed that some trap-

ping events had many more sea stars than 

others. Why? Could the tide level have 

something to do with it? The math wizards 

at McNeil Canyon Elementary, who trap 

twice a year, graphed the data. This is what 

they discovered; The lower the tide, the 

more A. amurensis you will encounter!  
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